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ALPINE IS THE TALE  
OF A BRAND THAT STARTED  
WITH THE VISION OF A MAN,  
TRANSFORMING TODAY  
INTO A JOURNEY OF RENEWAL.

A LEGEND  
SHAPING  
THE FUTURE
Alpine was founded in France in 1955  
by Jean Rédélé, a man passionate about  
motorsport. It is his favourite playground,  
the Alps, that inspired the name “Alpine”.
He built the success of the brand Alpine  
on three principles: lightness, agility  
and competitive spirit. From Alpine’s first 
victories to today, they have remained  
at the core of the brand’s DNA.
The new A110 offers a modern reinterpretation of 
those fundamentals with one timeless philosophy 
elevated driving for everyone, every day.
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The design team has captured the Alpine 
spirit to create an elegant design that will 
stand the test of time. The Alpine A110 
combines styling cues from the iconic A110 
berlinette with modern design features.

WHEN FORM FITS FUNCTION  
IN THE MOST INTIMATE WAY,  
YOU CAN TRULY SEE AND FEEL 
AGILITY IN ITS PUREST FORM.

ICONIC  
DESIGN

“The particularity of this design is a tense line 

drawn with a single trait. It comes to life as 

a second skin moulding the mechanical parts 

closely. Some design elements perpetuate 

the distinctive features of the old Alpine cars,  

like the hollowed-out body sides and the central 

vein on the hood.”
Antony Villain, Alpine Design Director.
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BUILDING ON REMARKABLE VICTORIES 
THROUGHOUT ITS HISTORY, ALPINE IS THE 
EPITOME OF MOTORSPORT À LA FRANÇAISE.

MOTORSPORT  
DRIVEN

Motorsport is in Alpine’s DNA. From the  
creation of the brand to today, cars  
sporting the arrowed A have always raced  
in competitions. Alpine’s legacy commences 
in 1971 at the Monte-Carlo Rally with the 
victory of the A110 berlinette. It replicated 
this performance in 1973, also winning  
the first World Rally Championship that same 
year. In 1978, Alpine won at the 24 Hours  
of Le Mans with the A442B in the endurance 
top category.

2021 marked an important milestone in 
the history of the brand with its commitment  
to Formula 1® crowned with a victory  
at the Hungarian GP. At the same time,  
the brand returned to the premier class  
of the World Endurance Championship with  
a podium at the 24 Hours of Le Mans. Finally, 
Alpine reaches new heights by winning 
the FIA RGT World Cup in 2021 and 2022.
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FROM TRACK 
TO ROAD
THE A110 BUILDS ON ALPINE’S RACING HERITAGE  
TO PROVIDE FEATURES THAT ARE USUALLY RESERVED 
 FOR SUPERCARS, LIKE A CLEAN-SHEET CHASSIS.

Alpine engineers have also paid particular attention to the aerodynamic development of the  
Alpine A110, using technical solutions borrowed from the world of racing. Thus, the A110 features  
an integral flat floor, a technique carried over from the world of high-level motor racing.  
Thanks to a rear diffuser located beneath the rear bumper, the A110 offers excellent rear handling.
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THE MOST AGILE CAR IS THE LIGHTEST ONE.  
AS A FIRM BELIEVER OF THIS MANTRA,  
THE ALPINE ENGINEERING TEAM CHASED EVERY 
KILOGRAMME TO CREATE A LIGHT SPORT CAR THAT 
PROVIDES EXTRAORDINARY DRIVING PLEASURE.

CHASING  
LIGHTNESS

With compact dimensions and aluminium  
chassis and bodywork, the Alpine A110 has 
a controlled weight between 1,082 kg and 
1,140 kg, which makes it the lightest in its 
category. The streamlined design and  
the riveted and bonded bodywork elements 
are perfect examples of weight-saving 
measures that benefit performance and 
robustness. With the A110 R, the search  
for lightness is pushed to the extreme with 
the intensive use of carbon fibre. Designed 
and built with exceptional attention to detail, 
the A110 allows the driver to feel every 
sensation through the car. 

All technical performance information refers to the A110 R with 18’’ Aerocarbon wheels.
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LOCATED BEHIND THE PASSENGER COMPARTMENT AND 
POWERING THE REAR WHEELS, THE TURBOCHARGED  
FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE IS THE BEATING HEART OF THE A110.

Tuned by Alpine powertrain engineers, the  
1.8-litre direct injection engine delivers thrills 
and strong performance. The new 300 hp engine 
offers a torque of 340 Nm generously available 
from 2,400 to 6,000 rpm, accelerating (A110 R 
version) from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.9 seconds  
and reaching up to 285 km/h on track.

Expressive. Always seeking to please. Growling  
at times. Thanks to its active sport exhaust 
system, the A110 delivers a signature sound for 
deep-seeded emotions.

A 252 hp tamed version is also available.

EXHILARATING  
PERFORMANCE

All technical performance information refers to the A110 R with 18’’ Aerocarbon wheels.
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BEHIND THE WHEEL OF THE A110, AGILITY IS INHERENT.  
ITS INCISIVE CHASSIS AND UNIQUE LIGHTWEIGHT GIVE YOU  
AN IMMEDIATE FEELING OF BEING CLOSE TO THE ROAD.

THRILL AT  
EVERY TURN

The centred weight distribution is critical to amplified driving sensations.  
It equates to 56% on the rear axle with an engine in a mid-rear position  
and 44% on the front with a fuel tank positioned behind the front axle.  
This gives the A110 exceptional balance and agility either on or off  
mountain roads.

You decide if you want the car to show off its expressivity or be a quiet 
companion. And for longer drives, you can count on its bucket seats for 
excellent lateral support and exceptional comfort. In any case, the A110 
will deliver exhilarating sensations.
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Alpine Telemetrics provides real-time access 
to technical data recorded by the vehicle’s 
sensors (pressures, temperatures, engine 
speed, steering wheel angle, etc.) and 
presents it via digital graphs. In addition,  
the integrated chronograph allows you 
to measure lap timing and performance.

With the Alpine multimedia system,  
you get access to seamless connectivity. 
Find and personalise your favourite widgets 
(up to 6 pages) on the touchscreen and enjoy 
Android Auto™ and wireless Apple CarPlay™. 
Thanks to the enhanced connectivity,  
you have instant access to new automatic 
services such as navigation and system 
updates over the air, or real-time fuel prices.

ENHANCED  
CONNECTIVITY
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ENTER 
THE ALPINE  
UNIVERSE 
OF YOUR  
CHOICE  
AND CREATE  
YOUR OWN 
EXPERIENCE.
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RADICAL LIGHTNESS, EXTREME AERODYNAMICS AND AN 
EXCLUSIVE BLUE RACING MATT FINISH CAP OFF TECHNOLOGY 
STEMMING FROM ALPINE’S FORMULA 1® EXPERTISE. THE A110 R 
IS THE ULTIMATE EXPRESSION OF ALPINE’S LIFELONG QUEST 
FOR LIGHTNESS. IT PUSHES THE LIMITS WITH 0-100 KM/H 
COVERED IN 3.9 SECONDS, FOR HEIGHTENED SENSATIONS  
ON THE TRACK OR ON THE ROAD.

THE MOST RADICAL A110

All technical performance information refers to the A110 R with 18’’ Aerocarbon wheels.
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INSPIRED BY THE RACING WORLD, THE A110 R’S SABELT® TRACK 
CARBON MONOCOQUE SEATS ARE EQUIPPED WITH PADS 
AND SIX-POINT RACING HARNESSES. THE SPIRIT OF RACING IS 
OMNIPRESENT WITH A COCKPIT AND DOOR OPENING STRAPS 
IN MICROFIBRE, AS USED IN RACE CARS. 
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For its wind tunnel development, the Alpine 
A110 R benefitted from the aerodynamics 

expertise of our Formula 1® team. The car’s new 
goose neck rear wing, front blade, flat underside 

and redesigned carbon diffuser enhance its 
downforce for optimum stability in curves and 
at high speeds (up to 285 km/h on the circuit).

Carbon fibre, a technology widely used in Formula 1®,  
is present both on the outside (bonnet, roof, rear engine cover, 
side skirts, diffuser, and exclusive Aerowheels) as well as  
in the passenger compartment (Sabelt® track monocoque 
bucket seats). In total, over 34 kg is thus gained compared  
to the A110 S with Aero Kit without carbon roof. With its 
weight/power ratio lowered to 3.6 kg/hp, the A110 R covers  
the 1,000 m standing start in 21,9 s, positioning itself among 
the best performing cars in its class. A derived version,  
A110 R TURINI, is also available with 18’’ GT RACE wheels  
for added versatility.

CARBON  
AT THE SERVICE 

OF LIGHTNESS 

RACING  
AERODYNAMICS

On a circuit, winding through the Alps or along 
the coast, the A110 R demonstrates absolute 
driving precision in keeping with its driver’s 
demands. With its chassis lowered by 10 mm 
compared to the A110 S, its adjustable spring/
damper combinations allowing to gain yet 
another 10 mm on the circuit and its specific  
anti-roll bars, this radical version sports a 
firmness increased by 10%, allowing ever more 
precise and efficient cornering. Its chassis 
development, combined with the semi-slick 
Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres, make this a real  
race car approved for the road.

A FINELY-HONED 
CHASSIS

All technical performance information refers to the A110 R with 18’’ Aerocarbon wheels.
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All technical performance information refers to the A110 R with 18’’ Aerocarbon wheels.
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A 300 HP MACHINE WITH SPECIALLY DESIGNED AERODYNAMICS, 
THE A110 S IS RAW ENERGY FULL OF INTENSE EMOTION.  
IT DELIVERS THRILLS WHEREVER IT GOES, FROM THE TRACK  
TO THE ROADS.

DRAMATIC  
SPORTINESS
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The A110 S comes with standard 18’’ 
forged Fuchs wheels for added lightness. 

Additionally, optional matte black or 
diamond-cut GT Race wheels are 

available, specially designed to express 
its sporty character. The semi-slick  

tyres contribute to performance  
on the circuit with reinforced grip.

Equipped with the Aero Kit, the A110 S 
comes with a front blade and a spoiler
in carbon, increasing downforce on the 
car. With better stability and improved 
aerodynamics, it reaches a maximum 
speed of 275 km/h on the track. As an 
exclusivity for the A110 S, the two-tone 
livery mixes the orange fire body paint 
with the glossy black roof highlighting 
the sportiness of this version.

CHASING  
LAP TIME

DIAMOND-CUT 18”  
ALLOY WHEELS

Designed in one piece and in the spirit of 
lightness, the Sabelt® racing bucket seats weigh 
only 13.1 kg each. This 100% microfibre upholstery 
will awaken your driving instincts. Combined with 
this option, the Microfibre Pack completes the 
racing atmosphere with a dashboard, roof lining 
and steering wheel in 100% black microfibre.  
This Microfibre Pack can be combined with orange 
seat belts echoing the fire orange bodywork and 
the orange stitching of the driving cockpit. For 
circuit enthusiasts, a seat predisposition option 
allows the mounting of a racing harness. 

RACING  
ATMOSPHERE
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THE A110 GT IS THE PERFECT BLEND BETWEEN ELEGANCE  
AND PERFORMANCE. A GRAND TOURER THAT PROMISES  
A THRILLING ESCAPE WITH REFINED COMFORT.GRAND TOURING  

BY ALPINE
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The Sabelt® comfort seats, heated, with six-way 
adjustability upholstered in black or brown leather 
underscore the A110 GT refinement on the inside. 
Combining excellent lateral support with exceptional 
long journey comfort, they make every ride aboard  
this Grand Touring car a sublime escape. The sporting 
spirit of the A110 GT remains present, emphasised  
by the Sport pedals and the passenger footrest,  
both made of aluminium.

ESCAPE  
IN COMFORT

The Grand Touring spirit of the A110 GT  
is revealed at first glance with its 18’’ Grand Prix 

diamond-cut wheels fitted with Blue Alpine 
calipers, the GT monogram on the rear and door 

sills, and chrome A logos on the front wings. 
Its active sport exhaust system reveals  
the temperament of its 300 hp engine.

The Focal® Premium audio system with integrated 
subwoofer features patented flax membrane technology, 
providing optimal sound quality for audiophiles with 
minimal weight.

A UNIQUE 
ACOUSTIC  

EXPERIENCE

GRAND  
TOURING SPIRIT
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THE A110 IS THE GUARDIAN OF THE ORIGINAL ALPINE THRILL. 
PLAYING ON THE ROADS WITH EXCEPTIONAL AGILITY, IT 
DELIVERS THE PUREST EXPRESSION OF ALPINE SENSATIONS.THE ORIGINAL  

THRILL
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The one-piece Sabelt® sport seats offer 
maximum support while also contributing to  
the extreme lightness of the A110. They ensure 
comfort during long journeys and in daily use.

SABELT® SPORT 
BUCKET SEATS

The A110 stands out with its stylish features, 
including 18’’ diamond-cut Sérac wheels  

with anthracite calipers and the A110 signature 
on the rear boot and door sills. In its Blue Alpine 

livery, it reveals its authenticity. With its 252hp 
1.8T rear mid-engine and high-performance 

braking system with 320mm ventilated discs,  
it combines agility and versatility on all roads.

The optional Comfort Pack offers  
and enhanced A110 experience, focused 
on versatility. It adds the Sabelt® Comfort 
6-way seats in black leather, heated,  
a passenger footrest in aluminum, front  
and rear parking aids with a rearview  
camera, and a Focal® audio system.

COMFORT  
PACK

THE AUTHENTIC  
THRILL
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COLOURS* WHEELS*

Matt Racing**  
Blue

Glacier 
White

Iridescent 
White

Deep  
Black 

Fire  
Orange

Thunder  
Grey

Matt Thunder 
Grey

Alpine  
Blue

Abyss  
Blue

* Availability according to version detailed in “equipment and options”.
** Only available on A110 R.

* Availability according to version detailed in “equipment and options”.
** Only available on A110 R.

18” “Fuchs”  
forged with Thunder Grey finish

18” “GT Race”  
with black finish

18”  “Grand Prix”  
with black diamond cut finish

18” “GT Race”  
with black diamond cut finish

18” “Fuchs” forged18” “Sérac”  
with black diamond cut finish
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS

A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

ENGINE

Number of cylinders  4

Number of valves per cylinder 4

Displacement 1,798 cm3

Maximum engine power
185 kW (252 hp)  
at 6,000 rpm

221 kW (300 hp) at 6,300 rpm

Maximum torque
320 Nm from 

2,000 to 
4,800 rpm

340 Nm from 2,400 to 6,000 rpm

Fuel Petrol

TRANSMISSION

Transmission type Rear-wheel drive

Gearbox Dual clutch automatic gearbox, 7 gears

CHASSIS

Chassis Aluminium frame (96%)

Front/rear axle Double-wishbone suspension system

Body type Coupe (rear mid-engine)

Turning circle between kerbs 11.4 m

Brakes Compact aluminium brake calipers with integrated parking brake

Front brake disc diameter 296 (mm) 320 (mm)

Rear brake disc diameter 296 (mm) 320 (mm)

Front tyres 205/45 R17 205/40 R18 215/40 R18

Rear tyres 235/45 R17 235/40 R18 245/40 R18

WEIGHT

Min. kerb weight (min-max) 1,102 kg - 1,140 kg 1,119 kg - 1,140 kg 1,109 kg - 1,140 kg 1,095 kg - 1,104 kg 1,082 kg-1,091 kg

Gross vehicle mass 1,360 kg 1,323 kg 1,316 kg

PERFORMANCE

Maximum speed 155 mph 155 mph 161 / 170* mph 176mph 177 mph

0-62 mph 4.5 s 4.2 s 4.2 s 4.0 s 3.9 s

0-1,000 m 23.2 s 22.4 s 22.4 s 22 s 21.9 s

CONSUMPTION / EMISSIONS(1)

Homologation protocol WLTP

Fuel tank capacity 45 l

Combined CO2 emissions 152-158 g/km 154-160 g/km 156-160 g/km 156 g/km 154-156 g/km**

Combined Fuel consumption 6.7 - 7 l/100 km 6.8 - 7 l/100 km 6.9 - 7 l/100 km 6.8 - l/100 km 6.8 - 6.9 l/100 km**

* With Aero kit option                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
WLTP figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare figures with vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. Actual real world driving 
results may vary depending on factors such as weather conditions, driving styles, vehicle load or any accessories fitted after registration. WLTP is a new 
test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures however until April 2020 the CO2 figures are based on the outgoing (NEDC) test cycle which will be used to 
calculate vehicle tax on first registration. Please contact your Alpine Centre for WLTP figures for any selected options. Renault UK Limited t/a Alpine does 
not offer tax advice and recommends that all Company Car Drivers consult their own accountant with regards to their particular tax position. All prices 
shown are the Manufacturer’s Recommended Retail Prices. “On the road” price includes delivery to the dealer premises, number plates, a one-litre bottle of 
oil, 12 months government road fund licence (depending on CO2 emissions) and First Registration Fee at £55. Other goods or services supplied by agreement 
between the customer and the Dealer are not included. * nominal
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A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 S  
with Aero Kit

A 110 R Turini 
/ A110 R

A LENGTH (IN MM) 4 ,181 4 ,215 4 ,256

B WIDTH WITH/WITHOUT 
MIRROR (IN MM) 1, 798/1 ,980

C HEIGTH (IN MM) 1, 252 1, 248 1, 238

D WHEELBASE (IN MM) 2 ,420

E FRONT OVERHANG (IN MM) 911 945

F REAR OVERHANG (IN MM) 850 891

G
GROUND CLEARANCE (IN 
MM) 120 116 106*

H GROUND CLEARANCE 
FRONT BUMPER (IN MM) 178 174 140 125*

ANGLE OF ATTACK AT 
NOMINAL 11.9° 11.6° 9.9° 9.3°

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 44%/56%

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
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A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

SAFETY

Hill-start assist (HSA)

Driver airbag – – –

Passenger airbag – –

Seat belt reminder for driver  
and passenger with presence detection

Seat preset in order to be able to install  
a 6 point-safety harness Sabelt®

– – – –

Six-point racing safety harness Sabelt® – – –

Anti-lock braking system (ABS)

Emergency brake assist

Manual airbag disactivation – –

Follow me home lighting

Deactivatable stability control system

Tyre inflation kit: compressor and cartridge

Rear glass with 3rd brake light – –

Rear carbon cover with 3rd brake light – – –

Anti-theft alarm pre-equipment

Tyre pressure sensors

DRIVING

Rear parking sensors – – –

Stand alone reverse camera – – –

Front and rear parking sensors,  
reversing camera with audible signal

– –

Automatic windscreen wipers

Automatic headlights

7-speed dual-clutch automatic transmission

Gear change indicator

Flat underbody

A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

Alpine chassis – – –

Sport chassis with reinforced anti-roll bar,  
specific shock and ESC settings

– – – –

R-Chassis with specific anti-roll bar for improved 
stiffness and adjustable dampers height

– – –

Standard tyres Michelin® PS4 – –

Track tyres Michelin® PS CUP2 – –

Cruise control with speed limiter

Bespoke engine calibration with driving 
mode selector (Normal/Sport/Track)

Aluminium paddle shifters on steering column

Compact aluminium brake calipers 
with integrated parking brake

Gear selector on centre console

4-piston fixed front calipers,  
single-piston fixed rear calipers

High-performance front and rear Brembo® 
braking system (320 mm diameter) – –

R High-performance front and rear Brembo® braking 
system (320 mm diameter) with improved cooling – – –

Double-wishbone suspension system at front and rear

Active Sport exhaust – –

R exhaust with 3D printed dual central tail pipe – – –

DESIGN A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

EXTERIOR DESIGN

4 LED front headlamps

Chrome headlamps – – –

Black headlamps – –

Rear diffuser

SAFETY AND DRIVING

EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS

 Standard feature /  Optional feature / – Feature not available. 
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A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

R carbon kit: front bonnet, roof, rear cover,  
lateral skirts, rear diffuser

– – –

French flags on C-pillars

Bleu Alpine Brembo® brake calipers

Black Brembo® brake calipers

Red Brembo® brake calipers

Orange Brembo® brake calipers – – – –

Red LED tail lights with dynamic indicators  
stop lights and reversing lights

– –

Translucent LED tail lights with dynamic  
indicators stop lights and reversing lights

–

Chrome Alpine logo on the front wings – – –

Black Alpine logo on the front wings – –

Chrome Alpine monogram on front and rear bumpers – – –

Black Alpine monogram on front and rear bumpers – –

Aero Kit: front splitter + rear spoiler in carbon fibre – – – –

R Aero Kit: front splitter, gooseneck rear spoiler – – –

WHEELS

18“ “Sérac” wheels with black diamond cut finish – – –

18’’ “Grand Prix” wheels with black diamond cut finish – – –

18“ “Fuchs” forged – – – –

18“ “Fuchs” forged wheels in Thunder Grey – – –

18“ Aerocarbon with white edging – – –

18“ “GT Race” wheels black matt finish – – –

18“ “GT Race” with black diamond cut finish – –

BODYPAINTS

Blanc Glacier (glacier white) – –

Noir profond (Deep Black) 

Blanc Irisé (iridescent white)

Bleu Abysse (abyss blue)

Bleu Alpine (Alpine blue)

A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

Gris Tonnerre (thunder grey)

Gris Tonnerre mat (Thunder Grey matt finish) –

Orange feu (Fire Orange)

Bleu Racing mat (Racing Blue matt finish) – – –

Two-tone colour: deep black contrasting  
roof including arches – –  – –

Two-tone colour: carbon roof + deep black arches – –  *

Carbon roof with bodypainted arches – – * – –

INTERIOR DESIGN

Black seat belt – –

Brown seat belt – – – –

Orange seat belt – – – –

Black safety harness Sabelt 6 points – – –

Roof lining in black microfiber –

Roof lining in black fabric – –

Microfiber Pack: steering wheel, roof lining,  
centre console and dashboard in black microfiber

–  ** – –

R Microfibre Pack: steering wheel, roof lining,  
centre console, dashboard and door pannels  
in black microfibre with red fabric racing handles

–

French flag on the door panels

Black leather interior harmony – –

Brown leather interior harmony – – – –

Glossy carbon insert – – – –

Matte carbon insert –

Black logo in centre of steering wheel

Bleu Alpine logo in centre of steering wheel – –

Aluminium sport pedals

Aluminium driver footrest

Aluminium passenger footrest

 Standard feature /  Optional feature / – Feature not available. 

* Alpine Blue stitching not available on Racing bucket seats
** Must be combined with the option “Comfort Pack”

*With Orange Fire bodypaint only 
** Must be combined with the option “Comfort Pack”

EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS
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Android Auto™ is a trademark of Google Inc.  
Apple CarPlay™ is a trademark of Apple Inc.

 Standard feature /  Optional feature / – Feature not available. 

* Must be combined with the option “Comfort Pack” 
** Alpine Blue stitching not available on Racing bucket seats

A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

Stainless steel door sills

Sabelt® Six-way Confort Leather heated seats  – – –

Sabelt® Sport one-piece bucket seats  
(mixed leather/microfiber)

– – –

Sabelt® Racing one-piece bucket seats (microfiber) – –  – –

Sabelt® track one-piece bucket seats  
(carbon structure with microfibre pads)

– – –

Contrasting grey stitching

Contrasting Bleu Alpine stitching  * – –

Contrasting orange stitching – – – –

Floormat with Alpine logo

Leather steering wheel – – –

Microfibre and leather steering wheel  
with 12 o’clock mark

– – – –

Full microfibre steering wheel with 12 o’clock mark – – –

COMFORT AND MULTIMEDIA A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

COMFORT

Keyless start

Automatic climate control

100 l rear trunk

96 l front trunk

Ultralight R Pack: without front truck  – – –

AquaBlade® windscreen wipers

Defroster rear window – –

Touch-control electric windows

Comfort Pack : six-way Sabelt® Confort heated leather 
seats, 18“ “Sérac” wheels with black diamond cut finish, 
aluminium passenger foot rest, front and rear parking 
sensors, reversing camera and Focal® audio system.

 – – – –

Storage package: cargo net behind  
the driver seat + storage case

Adjustable steering wheel for reach and rake

A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

Foldable Electric, heated, aspherical wing mirrors

Rear-view mirror with automatic anti-glare function – –

Rear-view mirror  – –

MULTIMEDIA

Alpine Telematics

Two USB ports

Standard audio system – – – –

Focal® audio system –

Focal® Premium audio system –

Alpine multimedia system with 7” touchscreen: 
navigation, Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™, 
Bluetooth® compatibility, connected services,  
USB and jack plugs

WARRANTY A110 A110 GT A110 S A110 R Turini A110 R

3 years / 60,000 miles (unlimited mileage during  
the first 2 years, followed by a further 1 year limited  
to a total mileage of 60,000 miles)

ATELIER ALPINE -  
PERSONNALISATION PROGRAMME

Brembo® brake cCalipers : Light grey / Vibrant Gold / Red / 
Yellow

O O  O  O  O

Alloy Wheels - 18“ GT Race: Gloss White / Gloss Black / 
Vibrant Gold

– –  O O –

Alloy Wheels - 18“ Sérac: Gloss White / Gloss Black / 
Vibrant Gold

– – –

Heritage Colours : selection of 13 brand-new body 
colours drawn from Alpine’s own history

 O  O  O – –

Two-tone color: Fire orange body + deep black 
contrasting roof

– – O – –

“French Signature” livery O O  O  O  O

“Racing Heritage” livery O O  O – –

“US Racing 2023” livery (includes Glacier White  
or Iridescent White body colour)

O O  O  O  O

EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS
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ALPINE A110  
EXPRESS YOUR OWN PERSONALITY 
EVEN MORE.

CONTACT YOUR  
ALPINE ADVISOR.

Atelier Alpine is the customisation programme that ensures every new  
A110 can be as individual as you. A wide range of options help you easily build  
the Alpine A110 to express your own personality. You can choose from a 
selection of 12 brand-new body colours drawn from Alpine’s own history, which 
can be paired with alloy wheels and calipers in a range of exclusive finishes.

ATELIER ALPINE
CUSTOMISATION PROGRAMME (BRAKE CALIPERS, WHEELS, COLOURS).

Driving the Alpine A110  
is something unique.  
Atelier Alpine gives you  
the opportunity to customise 
your Alpine experience into 
something truly unique  
and personal.



Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is as accurate and up to date as possible, Alpine reserves the right to modify its 
models without notice, including their characteristics, specifications, equipment and accessories. Brochures inevitably become out of date or inaccurate in some respects, in that such 
characteristics, specifications equipment, or accessories may be changed after the publication date given below and can differ from the descriptions given or the photos displayed. It 
is therefore necessary to check with your Alpine Centre before purchasing any product that the characteristics, specifications, equipment or accessories of the vehicle on order are 
as advertised. 12/2023. All rights reserved.

alpinecars.com


